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Introduction
In a previous paper [l] ,' henceforth referred t o as I, a general expression for the thermal average, eq (I-47), was derived using classical path methods. In this paper we will show how this expression may be used to derive the familiar results of the impact theories [2, 3. 41 and the one-electron theories 13, 51.
Possible improvements to these theories by means of a more general treatment of the thermal average, will also be discussed.
The perturber coordinates. x (eigenvectors of the perturber position operator) are integrated o u t of the expression for the thermal average when c.lassic*al path methods are used (see eq (1-36)). The only perturber variables which need to be considered in the expression for the thermal average, eq (1-47) are the coordinates x(;), VI;) of the perturber wave packets (which are viewed as classical particles). The superscript (i) notation, which was used in I t o distinguish between these variables, is n o longer needed and. for convenience in notation, this superscript will not be used in this paper.
The thermal average will be evaluated b y mtlans o f statistical techniques. In order t o clearly illustrate these techniques and avoid unnecessary mathematical complications, we will consider the case ofthe Lyman lines emitted by hydrogen atoms in a plasma.
Preliminary Mathematics and Approximations

The line Shape in the Static Ion Approximation
We will mahe the usual quasi-static approximation 12. 31 for the ions in the plasma. 'The electric fieId,g. produc*ed by these ions is regarded as being static during the tirne of interest, and this static field is used t o define the Z axis for the atom. H,, is the Hamiltonian for an isolatvd hydrogen atom and, for convenience, the perturbation is taken t o be a dipole interaction with the atomic dipole -eR.
V ( t ) = e Z g + V,.(R, x, v, t )
(1) V,.(R, x, v, t ) = e R .g,;.(x, v, t ) , (2) where Z denotes the 2 componrnt of R , and $,,(t) is the fluctuating electric field produced by the electrons. The classical variables x and v are 3N-vectors describing the N electron perturbers (these were denoted by x('1 and 4;) in I). The average over ion fields is performed by means of the usual microfield average [2, 3, 61 . I n this case, the complete line profile is given by .Y(w)= P ( g ) I ( w , g)dg,
I where .9W) is the probability of finding an ion field of magnitude 8. The function I ( w , 8 ) is the same as the function I(o) discussed in 1. except that we now explicitly indicate a dependenc-e o n the ion field g.
That is. we may regard the radiator as being an atom which is subjected t o a static field k4: the perturbers are electrons and the resulting line shape. for a given field 8'. is I (o,8) : the total line profile is then obtained h y averaging I(o. 8) over all possible ion fields as shown in eq ( 3 ) .
The Time Development Operator in the No-Quenching Approximation
The time development operator T , , ( t ) ( see eq (1-39) )
is the solution of the differential equation In an interaction representation defined by
T , , ( t ) = e x p (-itHfI/h)T,',(t),
we have a a t
i h -T ; , ( t ) = [ e B Z ' ( t ) + V f~( t ) l T , ' f ( t ) Z ' ( t ) = e x p ( i t H , , / h ) Z exp (-itH,,lh) V , : ( t ) = e x p ( i t H r f / h ) V f . ( t ) exp ( -i t H f l / h ) .
The formal solution of eq (6) (9) is a very cvimplic*ated expression and approximations must be employed t o simplify t h e form of this operator. I n this section we will vonsider the no-quenching approximation [(I] which is frequently used for hydrogen lines.
To make an explicit statement of the no-quenching approximation, we must first intrciduc-e a complete set of H,, eigenstates. The H,, eigenvalues. E,,. depend only on the principal quantum number 1 ) . hence w e denote the H,, eigenstates by I , , / >
wherek is some set of quantum numbers which index the degenerate states of the level E,,. We are interested in the radiation produced when the atom makes a radiative transition from a group of initial states (degenerate states of some particular level E,,) to a group of final states which have a lower energy. For t h e Lyman series in hydrogen, there is only one final state (Le., the ground state neglecting spin) hhic*h we shall denote by 11 > : the frequency of the line of interest may then be denoted by o , ,~= ( E , , -E l ) / h . 4 radiationless transition which depopulates the initial level E,, may be said t o quench the radiation near w , , , . The probability for such an inelastic-transit i o n from an initial state I , , / > t o some other state In'k' > (where / d # I C ' ) is given by the square id (,LI/I T,, 1,)'k' ). The no-quenching approxi mat ion states that these "off-diagonal" (Le.. I( # 1 ) ' ) terms may be neglected (see eq (12) of ref. [Ul) . The justification for this approximation will be given in section 7: in this section we will simply use < , t k~T , ,~~, '~'
>= O t o simplify the form of T , , ( t ) .
Since the "off-diagonal" matrix elements of T , , ( t ) are assumed t o be negligible, it is clear from eq (5). that the "off-diagonal" elements of T,',(t) must also be negligible. Noting that the H,, eigenvalues depend o n l y on I , , the differential equation for T,',(t), eq (61, becomes with the aid of eqs ( 7 ) and (8) . If we define a projection operator P which picks out the part of any operator which is diagonal in I t then eq (10) may be written
The appearance of the projection operator P in the generator [ e 8 P Z + P V , . ( t ) ] indicates that T;,(t) will be diagonal in I t as required. It is interesting t o note that. while I",,([) commutes with Z (they are functions of atomic position coordinates), the operators PZ and I'V,>(t) will riot commute in general.
The formal solution of eq (11) will therefore be a time-ordered exponential similar to eq (9). We will define an operator 9 (8) by 9(8) = e 8 P Z / h (12) and Til( t ) will be written in an interaction representation defined by
where a at and With these new definitions, T f f ( t ) may be written 406 where [ ,,( I ) is the (time ordered) solution of eq (14):
The Line Shape for the Lyman Series
The line shape function defined by eqs (1-7) and
(1-11) involves a trace over atomic states hence this function will describe all spectral radiation emitted by the atom. Since w e wish t o study only one line (or a group of overlapping lines) at a time, we may pick out the relevant terms in this trace a s discussed in section 7.2 of 1 (see eq (I-Sl)). This selection may be accomplished by restricting the atomic dipole operator d t o have matrix elements imly between t h e initial and final states which contribute to the line, or lines, of interest (cf. eq (12) of ref. [9J) .
For the Lyman lines in hydrogen there is only one final state (neglecting spin), which we have denoted hy 11); t h e initial states for any given line are the H,, eigenstates Id) which correspond to the given initial energy level E,,. All matrix elements of R vanish in the ground state, ( 1 1RI 1) = O . hence we have ( l~U n~l ) = l (this is why we have chosen the Lyman series as an example).
For convenience we will now specify the states (21) E,, represents the energy of t h e ,1/ electrons which are descaribed by x = ( x l . x?, . . .. x \ ) and v = ( v , . vi, . . ., Q = 1 I exp I-E,,(x, v)/XTldxdv; v \ ). and V,,(x) is t h e potential of interaction lietween e le(. t r( ms.
The thermal average is contained rntirely in F(t) and the remaining sections are devoted t o the evaluation id' this function. When F ( t ) is known. t h t l line shape is readily obtained from eqs ( 3 ) and (18).
Further Simplification of the Time Development Operator
General Purpose
Although t h e time development operator was considerably simplified by the no-quenching approximation, the resulting expression, eq (16), is still quite complicated and further simplifications are necessary in order t o evaluate F ( t ) . To facilitatcl these simplifications we note that when we use t h e classical trajectories discussed in section 8.4 of I, the interaction potential V,,(t) in eq (2) may be written in the form wherr 8,,(xj. v,;, t ) represents the electric field at the atom priJduced by t h e j t h perturber: Vi([) is simply a shorthand notation for eR -6f,4,.(x,, vj, t ) , the interaction between the atom and t h e j t h perturber. The form of the potential, ZjV)(t), suggests that it may be possible to rxpress l!,,(t) in terms of a product of time development operators I ,([) for the individual electron-atom c*ollisioris. I n section 3.4 it will be shown that such a product form is obtainrd without approximation if the time of interest i_s very short. For most cases however. tlit. interaction V ( t ) c*ontairis terms like
whic*ti do not i n general commute with one another. and this prevents us from obtaining the product form for (',,(/). Nt.vertheless. if the I j ( t ) d o n o t overlap i n time (or if this overlap is r~egligible) the ordered exponential in eq (17) may be expressed a s an ord(vwi product :
where v j ( t ) is defined by Fj(t) = exp ( i t S ) P V j ( t ) e x p ( -i t z ) .
(25)
(Equation (24) may be verified by comparing terms in the series expansions.) This result will be the basis of the following approximations.
The line Wings
In the wings of a line, the time of interest I / A o (cf. eq (1-52)) is relatively short and it may-be possible t o neglect the exponentials. e x p (it9'), in M t ) . To show this. w e write eq (14) in the form
The lmpoct Approximation
The purpose of the impact approximation is to disentangle the overlapping collisions [12, 131 in U a ( t ) and permit the use of the product form stated in eq (24).
To do this, the impact approximation assumes that, for collisions which overlap in time, the average collision is weak enough that it may be described by a perturbation series in powers of V j ( t ) . Collisions for which (Vdh) < 1 may be treated this way (cf. sec. 7 of I). Strong collisions, ( V T /~) > 1, for which such an expansion is not practical, are assumed to be well separated in time so that two strong collisions never occur simultaneously. If a weak collision overlaps with a strong one, the weak collision is neglected and strong collisions are thus disentangled. The entanglement between overlapping weak collisions first appears in the second order terms in the series expansion of eq (24). In footnote 7 of ref. [13] it is stated the entanglement in the second order terms vanishes because the terms involving different electrons will average to zero (recall that U n ( t ) appears only under an average as stated in eq (19)). This result was obtained in ref. [13] by treating the electrons as statistically independent particles (using Debye shielded fields to approximate their correlations). Although we have not made such an assumption, we note from eq (22) that the second order terms involve an electric field autocorrelation function ( g
e ( t ) & ( t ' )
); and the use of statistically independent quasi-particles is known to be a good approximation in evaluating such functions. We may thus regard the impact approximation as being valid to second order for weak collisions.
Using eqs (17) and (24), we see that, in the impact approximation, b 7 a ( t ) may be written in the form (cf.
where BO is a time ordering operator which keeps the collisions in chronological order; that is, the Uj(t) which describes the first collision must be the first operator from the right in the product IIjUj(t), and the second collision must be the second from the right, etc. To state the action of 00 more explicitly, we note that the variables xj and vj in Vj(t) may be transformed into the collision variables po, 00, to, etc., (see appendix) where to is a reference time for the collision (to is the time of closest approach if the collision is completed). The operator BO simply requires that to for the first collision always be less than to for the second collision, etc. (this ordering is necessary because the Vj(t) for different collisions do not in general commute). It is important to note that, when the impact approximation is valid, Uj(t) refers to a single collision which may be either weak or strong.
(recall that U,,(t) is diagonal in&. If the time of interest. ( l / A o ) , is small enough that Aw > eg,, (Z,,n-Z,,n*,) h (29) for all which pertain t o the initial level, the-n the exponential in eq (28) may be neglected for a<hY',,,,
where&f,, denotes the average ion field strength. For S>&f ' , , , the electron broadening is negligible (as we will discuss in sec. 7), thus, if eq (29) is satisfied, w e may neglect the exponentials involving 2. In this case, the solution of eq (28) is and the time ordering is still necessary because PV,.(t) will not in general commute with PV,,(t').
Using the impact approximation, U,,(t) is again given by the product form stated in eq (26) and Uj(t) is given 1)Y
Uj(t) = f exp { -( i / h ) I)'PVj(t')dC']* (31)
Again the time ordering appears because PVj(t) does not commute with PVj(t').
For weak collisions the exponential is valid only to second order in PVj(t) (because of the impact approximation) and it can be shown that, to this order, the operator G is unnecessary. To show this w e note from eq (22) that PVj(t) may be written in the form It is the orthogonal components of PR which do not commute: that is, PXg.,.(t) commutes with PXg,.(t') but not with PY&(t') or PZgz(t'). To second order the terms which do not commute will contain factors like (g,,.(t)g,,(t')) (recall that U,,(t) appears only under an average). For a spherically symmetric (about the atom) distribution of electrons these terms will average to zero. We may therefore drop the time ordering and write which is valid to second order in PVj(t) for the line wings (as specified by eq (29) ). The a1)ove argument is not valid tor strong c*ollisiiins hecause t tie series expansion of U, is not applii~ablt~. We will nonethele assume that eq 1:33) f)rovidt,s a good desc*ril)tion o I r e i n f l u r n w of' 5trong (~o I l i 5 i t ) n s : this approximation will be disc.irsst.d in swtion 7.
The Quasi-Static Region
In the far line wings where the time of interest, ]/Am, is much less than the duration time r for a collision,
an interaction which would normally be regarded as dynamic ( e . g . , an elertron-atom interaction) will take on a quasi-static aspect because the perturber motion during the time of interest is negligible. The transition from dynamic. b.ehavior in the line center to quasi-static behavior in the far wings is not properly described by current line shape theories because these theories approximate U,,( t ) by the first few terms in its series expansion and, as will be shown in section 7 , this approximation breaks down in t h e quasi-static wings. Nevertheless, it can be shown that U , , ( t ) takes a relatively simple form in the quasi-static wings. I n fact, the product form
IIjUj(t) may be obtained without approximation
and no time ordering is necessary in the operators Uj(t). To show this, we note that the time ordered exponential in eq (30) (which is valid in the wings) may be expressed as an exponential involving a series of commutators [ 141 :
If the commutator is negligible, P V , . ( t ) may be regarded as an operator which (*ommutes with itself at different times: similarly w e may regard P V ; ( t ) and PV,(t') as commuting operators for all i, j, t , and t'. In this case, U , , ( t ) may be expressed in the product form IIjUj( t ) where U,( t ) is given by eq (33).
To show when the commutator is negligible w e expand V , . ( t ) atiout t = O (in the far wings t is a small parameter). To lowest order the integral over PV,
is given by t PV,.(O)/h and t h e integral over [ P V , . ( t ' ) , PV,.(t")] becomes t:' [PV,,(O), P V ; , ( Q ) ] / 6 h 2 ,
where V;,(O) denotes ( d V , . ( t ) / d t ) at t=0. Since the magni- tude of [ P V ,
, ( O ) , PV;,(O)] is less than or equal to PV,.(O)PV:,(O)
, we need only compare the magnitude of (t2PV:(0)/6h) with unity. To estimate this quantity we use eqs (22) and (23) and we obtain
(dV,,/dt)= ( d x / d t ) ( d V , . / i j x ) = vo( d V , . / d x ) 1 (voVJpo),
where po and vo denote the position and velocity at the time of closest approach (when PV:, is largest). Usingr= (po/vo) and t = (l/Aw). w e obtain
t 2 P V i ( 0 ) / 6 h = (VJhAu) ( 1 h A u ) .
For quasi-static interactions w e have V hAw (cf. p. 23 of ref. 141) and t2PV,l(0)/6h --l / r A w 4 1. Thus, if eq (34) is satisfied, the commutator in eq (35) is negligible and U , , ( t ) may be expressed in t h e 1)roduc.t form as stated.
Series Expansions of F ( t )
In, this section we will obtain series expansions for the function F ( t ) defined by eq. (19). The various methods of handling these expansions give rise to different types of theories (e.g., the one-electron theory, impact theory, etc.).
The classical Hamiltonian E,(x, v) appearing in F(t) was given, in eq (20), by
where xj and vj refer to the jth electron and Vp(x) represents the electron-electron interaction. We may define position and velocity distribution functions
P ( x ) and W(v) by
and these have the property that
W(v)P(x) = @ -I exp {-Ep(x, v)/kT} (40)
where Q was defined by eq (21). Using the product form for U , ( t ) given in eq (26), we obtain (for a further discussion see ref.
[16]). The combinatorial factor in eq (46) represents the number of ways for choosing M electrons from the perturbing gas of N identical electrons.
The reduced distribution functions P,tf(xl, . . ., x,~) may be expanded in an Ursell expansion [17] , the first three terms of which are given by
YPdXI) =gl(xl),
where T i s the volume of the system; the general term in the Ursell expansion is given by eq (9) of ref. [17] . The function gl/ is the one-body probability function; g,(xl)g,(x2)/~~ would be the two-body probability function if there were no correlation between particles. Since there is a correlation between the particles at x1 and x2, this correlation is represented by the twobody correlation function g2(xl, x2). Similarly P:, is expressed by a group of terms which contain no more than two-body correlations plus g:c(xl, xt, x:t), the three-body correlation function. The general term in the Ursell expansion expresses P~(xl, . . ., XM) as a sum of terms which contain no more than (M-1)-body correlations plus gM(xl, . . ., xy), the M-body correlation function. Following Baranger and Mozer [15] we define a function and, after considerable algebra, it is found that F(t), as given by eqs (41) and (43), can be expanded in terms of the g.tf and then resummed to yield
F ( t ) = Q o exp { M = 2 1 ( n " / M ! ) h .~( t ) ] . (50)
In the derivation of eq (50) it was necessary to let N and Y become infinite in such a way that the density n=NIY" remained constant. In this new. series for F ( t ) , each successive term represents a higher order correlation effect.
We now have two entirely different expressions (eqs (44) and (50)) for F ( t ) . To determine the utility of these expressions, we will briefly outline the physical significance of the terms in the series expansions involved. To understand the physical significance of F ( t ) itself, we note that, except for multiplicative constants (e.g., d matrix elements), F ( t ) is the same as the autocorrelation function C( t) discussed in section 7 of I.
The F , ( t ) term in eq (44) describes the electronatom interactions (collisions) as though they are completely independent of one another. From eqs. (42) and (46) we see that F j ( t ) is given by a sum of terms, each of which contains only one Uj operator, thus, to this order the effects of the interactions are simply additive. The terms FP, . . ., I;" account for the fact that the effect on F ( t ) of one interaction may be influenced by other interactions. When this influence is taken into account, the effects of the collisions are no longer simply additive. This influence of one interaction on another comes about in basically two ways. The most obvious influence is due to the correlation between the perturbing electrons which are described by the correlation functions gbf for M 2 2 . However, even when these correlations are ignored (by setting g w = O for M 5 2), the Fz, . . ., FM terms do not vanish and it is still possible for the outcome of one collision to be influenced by other collisions. This remaining influence comes about when a collision, or a series of collisions, produces a large change in the state of the radiator thereby reducing the autocorrelation function F ( t ) . If the state of the radiator is thus materially altered from its original value, the effect of subsequent collisions will be correspondingly modified. For example, there is a high probability that a strong collision will cause an inelastic transition between states having different principal quantum numbers and it is obvious that such a transition cannot be neglected when calculating the effect of the next collision. Since it takes several weak collisions to build up such an influence, we expect that F j ( t ) will provide a good approximation to F ( t ) for times which are shorter than the mean free time between strong collisions (for those cases where a strong collisiorl does occur during this time, the effects of subsequent weak collisions are negligible in comparison). For longer times of interest it is necessary to consider all of the terms F1, . . ., F,v, and in this case eq (50) is more appropriate than eq (44).
In eq (50), the h,(t) term describes the electronatom interactions as though the position of an electron is not influenced by the presence of the other electrons. That is, the electron-electron correlations are neglected in this term (although the remaining influence of one collision on the effects of subsequent collisions is properly included). The h2 term accounts for pair correlations between electrons, and subsequent terms describe higher order correlations. Since it is usually not necessary to consider more than pair correlations, it would seem that eq (50) is much more useful than eq (44). This would indeed be the case if we could always make calculations based on e q (50); as we will show in the following sections, the calculations based on eq (50) become quite difficult for short times of interest and in this case eq (44) is of more practical value.
As a further comparison of eq (44) and (5O), it is interesting to note that, in the microfield theory [15] , the approximation F = exp (nhl) gives rise to the Holtsmark distribution function (no correlation approximation) whereas the approximation F = 1 + F I gives the asymptotic Holtsmark function (or nearest neighbor approximation). This indicates that the approximation F ( t ) = Qo[l+Fl(t)] is just the small I limit of F ( t ) = 0 0 exp { n h l ( t ) } . T o verify that this is the case, we note from eqs (42) and (49) that as
t + O , h l ( t ) + O and exp { n h l ( t ) } + l + n h l ( t ) ; sub-
stituting the functions [ 161 PI (XI) = n/N and gl (XI) = 1 into eqs (45) and (49) we see that F1 ( t ) = nhl (t) , thus 1 + F l ( t ) is indeed the small t limit of exp {nhl(t)}.
The One-Electron Theory
The one-electron theory is designed to provide a description of the wings of a line profile. The version of this theory presented in this section will be shown (in sec. 7) to provide a consistent description of a line profile from the half width to the quasi-static wings. This theory is based on the approximation
which is valid for small times of interest or large Aw. Since F I ( t ) is given by a sum of terms each of which contains a single U j ( t ) operator (rather than products of the U j ) , the chronological ordering operator Qo will have no effect on F1. Using [16] PI (XI) = n/N in eq (45), we obtain
(51) I Notice that this expression involves the average of the time development operator for a single collision; this is the origin of the name "one-electron" theory.
The first term in F ( t ) (Le., the constant 1) will give rise to a delta function, 6 ( A w -egZ,,n/h), when it is substituted into eq (18). Performing the ion microfield average, as required by eq (3), it is clear that the contribution to Y ( o ) resulting from this term will be proportional to 9 (hAw/eZ,,A). This represents the line shape which would be produced by the ions alone.
The influence of the electrons (as well as some electron-ion coupling) is contained in the second term in e q (51):
Fi( t ) = n p(R, XI, t ) dxi. and (42), and noting that W(vl)dvl= 1, we obtain As discussed in the appendix, we may transform to the more familiar collision variables (PO, VO, to) where p0 and vg denote the impact parameter and electron velocity while to is some reference time in the collision (the time of closest approach in a completed collision). In terms of these variables we have where The Euler angles R denote the orientation of the "collision axes" relative to the direction of R, the atomic dipole. We may therefore interpret the integral over R as an average over all possible orientations of the electron trajectory [5] relative to the direction of R.
To make full use of the collision axes, we take the matrix elements of F l ( t ) as required by eq (18).
These matrix elements are given by
We may now perform a rotation of the "atomic axes,'' through the Euler angles R, so that R will point in the same direction as p,, and v,) defines the x direction.
The rotated wave functions will be given by [18] Q(R)l,d), where Y ( R ) is a rotation operator. The interaction potential referred to collision axes is v,(x, Z,
=~z [~p~~~~z~~l ( t ' + t o ) ] / [ p~+~~( t ' + t o ) 2 ]~~'
(57 where X and Z denote the x and z components of R and we have the identity (60)
The average over R in eq (59) may be readily performed by transforming to spherical wave functions [19] and using the properties of Q ( R ) as given by Edmonds [18]. The function F:'(t) may be evaluated by numerical methods, and the line shape is then obtained by substituting the result into eq (18) and performing the transform. Further details of such a calculation together with numerical results will be reported in a future paper.
The Impact Theory
To obtain the results of the impart theories w e use the U,(t) which were obtained by the impart approximation, eq (27) , and the approximate calculation of F ( t ) is based on its expansion in terms of correlation functions, eq (50). For most plasma broadening problems one is interested in a temperature-density range where three-body correlations are negligible, hence it is necessary to consider only h t ( t ) ( To derive the results obtained by the impact theory, we will assume that the effect of electron correlations may be represented by some correctly chosen impact parameter cutoffs. We thus need to consider only the function h l ( t ) as given by eq (49) We note in passing that if the exponential in eq (61) is expanded, the first two terms in the series are identical with the approximate expression for F ( t ) , eq (51), which is used in the one-electron theory. A further discussion of this correspondence is given in the following sections.
Using eqs (25) The completed collision assumption will provide a good approximation to hl ( t ) since 7 is usually very small (i.e., t B T ) , however, if t < 7, the collision cannot be completed and this approximation breahs down. Using the time of interest l/Aw from eq (1-52). we may state that the completed collision assumption will he valid when TAW * 1, (68) where 7 is some "representative" collision time [3] .
This inequality is sometimes used as the validity criterion for the impact approximation [3]: this point will be discussed further in section 7.
Substituting eq (66) in eq (61) and using the operator identity
where (cf. eq (42) of ref. [3] or eq (28) 
If we use which is simply a statement that the impact approximation is valid (as we will show in sec. 7), then eq (70) becomes (cf. eq (39) in ref. [3] or eq (30) of ref.
[12])
Substituting this F ( t ) into eq (18), we obtain
Comparing with eqs (9) and (32) of ref.
[13], we see that this result is formally identical. with the results obtained by the impact theory for the Lyman series.
It is important t o note that, in most calculations of hydrogen line broadening, the exponentials exp (is%) in the integrand of the S-matrix (eq 67)) are either ignored or approximated by a cutoff [24] .
To show how this cutoff is obtained, we note that when e € f r ( Z , ,~-Z , ,~. ) / h 4 1 the exponentials may be replaced by unity. When e&fr(Z,,k-Z,,k~)/h 4 1, the exponentials oscillate rapidly and there will be only a negligible contribution from this region of the integral. Defining a frequency (75) w ((R, ,,d ,,L* = e@Z,,/ -Z,,C ) / h and noting that 7=po/uo, we define an impact parameter cutoff pmax= vo/w,,/:,,/, (in ref. [24] w,,A,,, / is called Aw.,). When this cutoff is used, the exponentials exp (is 3) in eq (67) are replaced by unity; this cutoff reduces the integrand to zero when TU,,^ ,,/ > 1, thus approximating the effect of the rapidly oscillating exponentials, and when T W , ,~, . , A -< 1 the exponentials are effectively replaced by unity. This cutoff is used simply as a method of simplifying the numerical calculations and it could be corrected without any modification of the theory itself.
Discussion of Approximations
General
In the preceding sections we have derived the familiar results of the impact and one-rlectron theories using the classical path formalism developed in I.
The advantage of these theories lies in their simple classical description of the perturber dynamics; their disadvantage with respect to more recent quantum theories [6, 22, 25] , is in the large number of approximations which are necessary to achieve this classical description. Since an understanding of these approximations plays an important role in the application and improvement of classical path theories, these approximations will be discussed in some detail in this section.
Preliminary Approximations
In our treatment of both the impact and the oneelectron theories we have used a dipo!e approximation t o the perturbation potential, a static treatment of the ion field, and the no-quenching approximation.
It should also be mentioned that we have not considered any perturbation of the final state in the radiative transition because there is n o linear Stark effect in the ground state of hydrogen and any higher order ground state perturbations (e.g., quadratic Stark effect) are unimportant [26] . For lines other than those in the Lyman series, lower state perturbations may have to be considered. = ( hut,/e2RI,) .
The critical frequency Awc is sometimes referred to as the Weisskopf frequency. Since Awc for ions lies almost at the center of most lines, the static ion approximation is usually justified over most of the line profile (however see also ref. [27] ). In section 3.E of ref. [ 6 ] , it is shown that the effect of a static ion field may be described by the microfield average stated in eq (3).
In the no-quenching approximation it was assumed that the TA(t) matrix elements between states having different principal quantum numbers could be neglected when calculating C( t). These "off-diagonal'' matrix elements represent collision induced transitions which transfer the excitation of the atom from one energy level to another. In section 7.2 of I, it was shown that collision induced transitions between excited states correspond to switching the mode of oscillation in a classical oscillator. It was also shown that this mode switching effect could be neglected if the energy separation of the excited states is much larger than the halfwidth of the lines being studied. In hydrogen, states having the same mare degenerate (or nearly degenerate in the presence of an ion field) and collision induced transitions between these states are very important; this is the reason for regarding all states with the same m as a group of initial states. Low-lying states with different m are well separated in energy (much more than the halfwidths of the lines) hence the transitions described by ( d l T : ( t ) l & ' ) may usually be neglected. However, for large m the levels are closer together and some of the higher series members may overlap; in this case it may be necessary to include states with different m in the group of initial states.
In section (2.2) the no-quenching assumption was made by setting ( d l 2 ' ; (t) I v z '~) to zero. This neglects the quenching terms which would be added to eq (18) as discussed above, however, it also neglects the influence which (&lT;(t) /"&) has on (mA/T~~&').
That is, even if a line is isolated in the sense that the quenching terms which would be added to eq (18) are
negligible, it may still be necessary to consider the influence of the inelastic transitions l d ) + l m ' k ) when calculating (&IT$&').
To show when this influence is also negligible we consider the differential ( d \ T , , I d ' ) . If eq (78) is solved in the usual iterative manner [7] by integrating over t. the term exp (itw,,,; ) will oscillate rapidly and contribute essentially nothing for 1 > (l/w,,,, ).
This indicates that the (,dlZ[,t"d") terms will be negligible compared with the (,LkIZlnk') terms unless t < ( l / w , , , , ). Since the time of interest, l / A w , is much larger than (l/w,,,,-) for isolated lines, we may neglect the terms involving "off-diagonal'' Z matrix elements. The same results apply for the terms involving "off-diagonal" elements of V,( t ) unless t > 7. If t > T , a similar argument indicates that the "off-diagonal" V,( t ) terms are negligible only when TW,,,, > 1. I n this rase we use T = pl)/uk1\ (the velar-itv distribution is sharlily ~ieaked about u;,,) and w e see that the c.onditioti TW,,,, > 1 is violated only when pll 5 (hr.;,\/AE ,,,, 1 whert. AE ,,,, = (E,,-E,,,.) . Substituting (,/kIT,;l ,/A') . This effect is usually negligible for hydrogen lines frotn laboratory plasmas because, for these plasmas. the lines generally begin t o merge (overlap) w h e n eq (80) is satisfied. For some astrophysic*al applic*ations [27] (and for lines other than hydrogen lines) this effect may he very important.
When t h e differential equation for the matrix elements of T,!,( t ) in the no-quenching ay)l)roxiniatioti. ecj (lo), was written as an operator equation. ecj (11).
i t was necessary t o introduce a projection ibperator P that picks out the part of an operator whic.h is "diagonal" in r ) . Although P operates on Z and V,.(t).
this does not imply that the "off-diagonal" elements of these operators are small (indeed they are about the same order of magnitude as the "diagonal" elements). The appearance of P in ecj (11) merely indicates that t h e "off-diagonal" parts of Z and Vfdt) have a negligible influence on T,: in the noquenching approximation. The influence of this projection operator is implicit in most line broad- ',,( t ) ] a r r ahout tlie same order of magnitude as the matrix ~~l e m e n t s of PZ a n d PV,,(t). If the influenc.r of P is o n l y implicit. i t is I)ossible t o make serious errors by (*ommuting Z w i t h Y,,(t) when these operators appear i n T,',(t).
Since PZ does not commute with PV,,(t), the formal solution, T h ( t ) , of eq (11) is a complicated timeordered exponential. Although this operator has a rather simple form fnr the quasi-static region of the line wings (see sec. 3.4) , it was necessary to introduce simplifying approximations in order to evaluate the rest of a line profile. The first of these was the impact approximation which assumes that most collisions can be described by a second order perturbation expansion where each U j ( t ) is the time development operator for a single electron-atom collision. It is difficult to give a useful validity criterion for the impact approximation; the validity. criterion which is usually given [ 3 ] , TAW < 1 , is based on the completed collision assumption which often accompanies the impact approximation when it is used in the impact theory (see secs. 6 and 7.3) . Since the impact approximation is also used in the one-electron theory, w e have drawn a distinction between the impact approximation and the impact theory. The impact approximation, as we have stated it, will be valid when strong collisions are well separated in time. If we define a strong collision frequency, u s , and a maximum duration for a strong collision, T ,~, this condition may be given by rSus 1. Ro= (L2ao/2) where ao= ( h 2 / m e 2 ) , we have T ,~ 5 (rt,2h/kT) and T~V~ < rL'(hAw,ir/kT). Sincem2(fiAwI/2/ k T ) 1 for most hydrogen plasmas, we expect the impact approximation to be valid for the electrons.
Discussion of the Impact Theory
In the usuak derivation of the impact theory [2, 31 one calculates the change in ( U , ( t ( O ) ) during some time At (recall that U , ( t ) U , ( t \ O ) ) . This change is given by It is assumed that: (1) At is large enough that the two factors on the right are statistically independent and may thus be averaged separately, and (2) At is small enough that the difference equation, eq (82), may be replaced by the differential equation (see eq (4.30) of ref. U f l ( t ) ) (a, is given in eq (71)).
In this derivation, assumption (1) requires At > T and assumption (2) requires At 4 t (as well as the average collision being weak; cf. pp. 508 and 529 of ref. [3] ); together these assumptions require C % -T which is a mathematical statement of the completed collision assumption (cf. eq (68)). Thus we see that the completed collision assumption is an integral part of the usual derivation of the impact theory and the removal of this approximation would require a complete revision of the derivation. This is the reason one frequently sees the condition t & T or TAW 4 1 given as the validity criterion for the impact approximation [3] .
In our derivation of the impact theory we first used the impact approximation to write U , ( t ) in the product form O~n j U j ( t ) and we obtained a consistent correlation function expansion, eq (50), for ( U , ( t ) ) F ( t ) .
To obtain the usual results of the impact theory, we assumed that the electron-electron correlations could be approximated by impact parameter cutoffs, we used the completed collision assumption and we assumed that T@, < 1. It was also noted that numerical calculations are frequently simplified by approximating the influence of the ion field splitting on the electron broadening (i.e., the factors exp ( i s a ) in eq (67)) with an impact parameter cutoff pmax =vold&. , j ' which depends on the ion field strength. While this approximation does not affect the region of validity of the theory, it would nonetheless be desirable to improve on this approximation to insure more accurate calculations. It is also interesting to note that the condition dfl < 1 is simply a manifestation of the requirement that the impact approximation is satisfied (this was discussed in sec. 7.2). To show this, w e use eq (71) and estimate the magnitude of Qfl by
@,=n[S-1Iav 2 n(VT/h),,
where the subscript av refers to an integral over the collision variables po, uo, and R (cf. eqs (64) and (A.5) ). Since 2.rmpodpo~W(uo)du&= dv where v denotes the frequency of collisions described by pG YO, and fl, we see that n(VT/h)av=J(VT/h)dv= ( V / h ) where V denotes the average value of V. The statement d, < 1 now becomes ( V T /~) < 1, which is satisfied if the average collision is weak and if strong collisions (Vr/h > 1) are well separated in time. This shows that the condition I-@,, < 1 is always satisfied when the impact approximation is valid.
One potentially useful feature of our approach is that it' permits a consistent improvement of the impact theory within the framework of the classical path methods. That is, the impact parameter cutoffs, the completed collision assumption and the second order expansion of Uj(t) were needed only to simplify the calculation of eq (50) and it would be possible to correct these approximations without having to rewrite the theory. In fact, the impact parameter cutoffs have already been corrected to some extent by means of a more consistent treatment of correlation functions [22, 
231.
The correction of the completed collision assumption is a matter of some importance because, if we estimate the collision duration time by (AD/ua,)=(l/up), the region of validity for this approximation, eq (66), is given by
That is, an impact theory with a completed collision assumption can be used only for values of Am smaller than the electron plasma frequency. It has been shown that the completed collision assumption may be cor- Since the derivation of the Lewis cutoff is based on an expansion of F(t) which is valid only in the line wings, the use of this cutoff in the impact theory raises some doubts as to the validity of such a "modified" impact theory in the line center. These doubts may be dispelled to some extent by means of a comparison with the results of the quantum mechanical relaxation theory which does not make a completed collision assumption. In reference [22] it is shown that the results of the relaxation theory essentially reproduce the behavior of a Lewis cutoff, and these results are not restricted to the line wings. In spite of this useful comparison, it would nonetheless be desirable to confirm this behavior within the framework of a classical path theory. In this regard, it is important to note that the completed collision assumption is not an inherent part of our derivation of the impact theory. This approximation was introduced simply to compare with the results of the usual derivation. It would thus be possible, in principle, to calculate F ( t ) from eqs (61) and (62) without making a completed collision assumption. This has in fact been done, to second order, [28] , and it is found that the results are identical with the results of the relaxation theory. It thus appears that a "modified" impact theory which does not make a completed collision assumption (such as ref.
[28]), or a theory which corrects this assumption by means of a Lewis cutoff, will have a wider range of applicability than that stated in eq (84.
(or if it can be corrected by some approximation such a s the Lewis cutoff), the only serious limitation on the applicability of such a "modified" impact theory comes from the second order expansion of U j ( t ) . This expansion should be valid whenever the quantity (ilh) J V(t')dt' is small compared with unity. For completed collisions this quantity was estimated (cf.
eq (I-)) by ( V T /~) and the expansion was justified
If the completed co l l ision assumption is not made except for strong collisions. For collisions which cannot be completed during the time of interest (Le., collisions for which TAW > l ) , we have ( l / h )
IV(t')dt 2 ( V / h A w )
and it remains to be seen whether this is small or not. This situation may arise in the far wings of a line where the electron-atom collisions take o n a quasi-static aspect (cf. sec. 3.4) . In this region, the intensity at a point Aw is primarily determined by those interactions which produce a Stark splitting hAw; that is, by those interactions for which V = hAw (see p. 23 of ref. [4] ). For these quasi-static interactions we have (l/h) J V(t')dt' = (V/hAw) = 1 and the series expansion of Uj(t) breaks down [29] .
To determine where this breakdown occurs, we use 7 = (po/v,,) (eo = v,, for neutral radiators) and TAW 2 1 to obtain po 2 (uav/Aw); substituting this result in hAw = V = e'Ro/pb, we obtain Aw = (hviJe'Ro) = Awr where Awr is the Weisskopf frequency for electrons.
Using v,,= (3kT/m)'/' and (h'/me'), we have Aur= (3kT/h) (ao/Ro); thus we see that the second order expansion of U , ( t ) limits the application of the impact theory to the region In principle this range of applicability could be extended by using the full exponential for Uj(t) rather than its series expansion. In this regard it should be noted that the derivation of the Lewis cutoff is based on the second order expansion and, if this expansion is to be improved, it may be necessary to improve the Lewis cutoff as well.
Discussion of the One-Electron Theory
In the previous section it was shown that the impact theory is limited to the center region of a line profile because of the second order expansion of U j ( t ) . The one-electron theory is designed to be valid in the line wings and it is expected that its region of validity will overlap with that of the impact theory so that the complete line profile may be described without ambiguity. To insure that the one-electron theory will be valid in the line wings, we used the exponential form of Uj(t) which is valid in the wings.
In the derivation of this exponential form it was assumed that both the ion field splitting and the time ordering operator could be neglected.
In section 3 . 3 it was shown that the time ordering operator is not necessary if the second order expansion of U j ( t ) is justified, and in section 3.4 it was shown that time ordering is not necessary f'or quasi-static.
interactions. It thus appears that the only errors resulting from t h e neglect of time ordering will come from the strong collisions. Since t h e average effect of strong collisions is (Uj(t) ).
To find o u t when w e may neglect the exponential r x p [ i t e € f ( Z , , n -Z , ,~. ) / h J
which appears in the operator U,,(t) used b y the one-electron theory, eq (28), w e consider a cutoff that is similar t o thecutoff v / w , ,~ ,,A, which approximates this exponential in the impact theory (see eq (75)). Using t = l/Aw and w , ,~ ,,n,(€f) = e8(Z,,n-Z,,ns)ih, w e note that this exponential is essentially unity when (w,,d ,,n,/Aw) < 1: w h e n ( w , , / , ,,/ /Aw) S-1 t h e exponential oscillates rapidly and there is only a negligible contribution from U,, ( t ) . Since U,,( I ) appears under a microfield average, w e will consider a cutoff &$'<.=hAo/e (Z,,n-Z,,/ ) in the, range of this micwfield average. We replace the exponential by unity and average over ion field strengths kp<g,-; this cutoff replaces t h e integrand by zero when (w,,~, , , / ! / A w ) > 1, thus approximating the effect of t h e rapidly oscillating exponentials.
and when (w ,,d ,,/,/Aw) < 1, the exponentials are effectively replaced by unity. This cutoff has n o effect on the static ion broadening because. in the one-electron theory, the line shape is a sum of t w o terms (cf. eq (51)) and t h e term which descrilws the ion broadening (the Y(hAw/Z.,n) term) is not affkcted h y t h e microfield average of the electron broadening term (the F l ( t ) term) where the cutoff is applied.
If it should happen thatg,.s>g,,., we may as well ignore the cutoff and average over 0 ~g s 30 4 (hAw/eZ,,n) is i n u c~l i larger than the electron broadeninp term for a wide rangt' of Aw whic*h are less than eg;,\Z,,n/h).
Since w e wish t o use a classical potential in C ! , j ( t ) t i , describe the quasi-static interactions, it is necessary t o justify the use of the classical wavepackets which give rise t o a classical potential (in sec. 8.3 of I, we justified the use of classical wavepackets only for dynamic perturbers). In section 8.3 of I, it was shown that w e may represent the perturbers by nonover- T,) derive a validity criterion for the iinr~-c.lec.tron theroy, we note that the approximate F ( t ) uscd in this theory. eq (Sl), is formally the same as an expansion to lowest order in hl ( t ) of the approximate F ( t ) used in the impact theory, eq (61). That is. the single particle approximation is simply a small h l ( t ) approximation which is valid w h e n nlhl(t)l < 1.
From the definition of h l ( t ) (see eq (62)) it is clear that ti I h l ( t ) 1 < 1 for small I . For large t the impact theory is valid and w e use eqs (66) and (71) t o obtain the halfwidth is determined [30] by the matrix elements of a,, (see sec-. 4.7 of ref. [ 2 ] ) . I n this case, the region of validity is given I)y eq (91) as Aw > Awl 2.
For lines where the average ion tield splitting is large. (r8,,.ZJh ) > a,, ( e . g . . higher Iivdrogen lines: the halfwidth is determined primarily by i o n broadening I301 and Awl,2 2- ( &kl,.Zk,v/h ) . In this case eq (87) is more restrictive than eq (92) and the region of validity is again given by Aw > Awl,2.
The low lying hydrogen lines are determined by a small number of Stark components and, for many of these lines. a discussion of the halfwidth is of little value; lines such as Ly-p and H-P do not 
Comparison of the Impact and
One-Electron Theories
The calculations in both the impact and one-electron theories are based on binary collisions. The oneelectron theory treats the electron-atom interactions as though their effects are additive and for this reason the one-electron theory is limited to the line wings (short times of interest) whereas the impact theory is not. In principle, the impact theory (with a Lewis cutoff) should be valid over most of the line profile; however, in practice it is usually necessary to expand the time development operator, U j ( t ) , in order to make practical calculations, and it is this expansion which limits the impact theory to the center region of a line profile.
It was shown that the series expansion of U j ( t ) could not adequately describe either the strong collisions, ( V T /~) 2 1, or the quasi-static interactions,
( i / h ) J V ( t ) d t
= 1, which are important in the line wings. In our version of the one-electron theory this . difficulty is avoided through the use of an exponential expression for U,(t) ( hence they cannot be valid in the quasi-static wings).
While this exponential form is not rigorously correct for strong collisions it does have the following useful properties:
(1) It is c'orrect for weak collisions, ( V T /~) < 1, since it reproduces the series expansion for such interac tic )lis.
(2) It is correct for quasi-static interactions whereas the series expansion is not.
(3) For strong collisions, ( V~l h ) 2 1, the exponential would give a much more realistic approximation to the exact U J ( t ) than the series expansion because the exponential retains unitarity (Le., no transition probability can exceed unity). Thus, if one chose to use classical path methods for calculating U J ( t ) , the strong collision cutoff discussed in section 7 of I, would be essentially reproduced (i.e., the exponential would oscillate rapidly and contribute essentially nothing for strong collisions). The errors resulting from this treatment of strong collisions should be negligible because the averaged U J ( t ) for strong collisions is essentially zero.
It i s interesting to note that if we use a second order expansion of C \ ( t ) in the one-electron theory, w e tbtain the asymptotic wing expansion which is used in deriving the Lewis cutoff [21] . That is, the Lewis cutoff, which is applied t o the impact theory in an ad hoc manner, is an integral part of the one-electron theory.
Since the Weisskopf frequrncy, Ao, , for electron< is generally much greater than the haifwidth, there should be a broad range of overlap between the regions of validity OSAo<ho, and Awl/2<Aw for the impact and one-electron theories. Nevertheless, in our derivation of the impact and one-electron theories we have tried to stress the formal connection between the two in order to provide a better understanding of their similarities as well as their differences. We feel that this is particularly important since it would be desirable to formulate a classical path theory which is valid in the line center as the impact theory is, and which makes a smooth transition t o the line wings as the one-electron theory does. It is hoped that the present approach will make it possible t o remove some of the approximations which currently limit these classical path theories.
Appendix. Collision Variables
We wish to use the natural collision coordinates in For fixed values of xI and v I . we note that the head of the vector (xt + v l t ' ) traces out a straight line if I ' is varied fromcc to + E. We shall call this line / , ( X I , V I ) .
The integral over t ' , in eq ( A . l ) , will cover a segment of this line. For fixed X I and V I , we can define a vector po from the origin of coordinates to the closest point on I,; this vector will be perpendicular to vt. W e can also define a scalar to by XI = pa + Vlto.
(A.3)
For a fixed v t , we see that, as xt varies over all space, Ivt [ t o varies on the range (-os, + m) and po= lpnl varies on the range (0, m). We may thus change variables from x1 to the cylindrical coordinates (pn, t o , a ) where v I defines the polar direction and a is an angle which ranges from 0 to 2n. The Jacobian for this transformation is such that dxl -+ / u1 / podpodto&. In these coordinates the potential function becomes Vt (R, po, vt, t' + to) = e2R
. [ p o t VI ( t ' + t o ) ] / [ p i + ~( t ' + t o ) 2 ] " 2 . (A.4)
We may express dvl in spherical coordinates, $,duo It is clear that the line L represents the trajectory of a Qerturbing electron, uo is the speed of the electron, pl) is the impact parameter, and to is some starting time for the collision (or, if the t' limits of integration are (-b, + m) in a completed collision, t o may be regarded as the time of closest approach). The orthogonal "collision axes" to which this collision is referenced are po and v l . The Euler angles R denote the orientation of the collision plane relative to the direction of R; the integral over R may therefore he interpreted as an average over all possible orientations of the electron trajectory.
